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Abstract. Cryptographic signatures are widely used in internet communications and many other areas. There are

a number of digital signature schemes based on mathematically difficult problems. Hash-based digital signatures

are making use of hash function as their core component. Because of the speed of hash functions, hash-based

signatures can be very fast comparing to other signature schemes. The security of hash-based signatures are relying

on the actual security of hash functions and it can be used any hash function that provide desired security level.

However, the performance in the signature scheme depends on the hash function that used to create signatures.

Although number of hardware accelerators available for different hash functions in some platforms, in most case,

only one hash function supported by those accelerators. Thus depending on the choice of hash functions, there will

always be some users that need to use plain C implementation. In this article, the signature was created by using

different hash functions in SPHINCS signature scheme and the effect of these hash functions on the efficiency of

the signature scheme was measured implementing them on plain C programming language. Consequently, the

empirical contributions of this paper are to present the computational results and the performance comparison

using different hash functions in SPHINCS signature scheme at the first time in the literature.
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1 Introduction

Cryptographic signatures or digital signatures are mathematical structures that we use it to
ensure the integrity of digital data. The most important application areas are authentication,
integrity and non-repudiation. Signature schemes generally sign data using asymmetric encryp-
tion systems. The size of the data to be signed can be very large. Therefore, the hash functions
are used in the digital signature before asymmetric encryption (Fiat & Shamir, 1986).

The hash-based signature was proposed by Leslie Lamport in 1979 and hash-based signature
uses only hash functions. This proposed signature scheme is actually a one-time signature (OTS),
which means each message is signed with a new key pair (Lamport, 1979). Nowadays, hash-
based signature schemes are quite different from the signature scheme proposed by Lamport.
Signature schemes created with OTS are not practical. But OTS can be transform into multi-
time signature scheme by using a binary tree structure called the Merkle tree. In the Merkle
tree, the root node is the OTS public key and its leaves are hash values generated from the root.
If the Merkle tree is used then all messages can be signed with a single OTS public key (Merkle,
1989).

There are many hash-based signature schemes that use the Merkle tree. SPHINCS, XMSS,
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and BPQS are some examples of these signature schemes. Hash-based signature schemes are
generally stateful where the private key needs to be constantly updated. Unlike these hash-
based signatures, SPHINCS is stateless. SPHINCS’s signature sizes are larger than other hash-
based signatures and use a few-time signature scheme called HORST (Bernstein et al., 2015).
According to that, the hash values in the Merkle tree root are rarely allowed to collisions.

Although different hash functions can be used in hash-based signatures, they can often
provide similar security levels. Thus hash-based signature schemes can have different efficiencies
for same security levels. In this work, we have used different hash functions that have same
security in a stateless hash-based signature scheme, SPHINCS, and analyzed effects of different
cryptographic hash functions on efficiency of hash-based signatures.

Although most platforms, like embedded systems, smart cards, and desktop CPUs has hard-
ware accelerators for specific hash functions, in most case they support only one hash function.
As a result, no matter which hash function is chosen some users needs to create signatures with-
out using that accelerators. Thus in this paper we only considered plain C implementations of
hash functions and show their effect on the efficiency of the signature scheme to give platform
independent comparison.

2 Hash Functions

Hash functions produce fixed and short length outputs regardless of the input length that is
different for any input. There are three security definitions that cryptographic hash functions
have to provide. These definitions are collision resistance, pre-image resistance and second pre-
image resistance. Collision is the same hash output of two different inputs. This weakness is the
most important security definition. Hash functions are one-way functions. If the input message
can be estimated from the hash output, it is called pre-image. The third weakness is second
pre-image and this weakness is like a collision. In the second pre-image, when an input message
and its hash value are known, there is another message with the same hash value.

The standard hash functions Secure Hash Algorithm-1 (SHA-1) and Secure Hash Algorithm-2
(SHA-2) are functions of the Message Digest (MD) family. That is, they use the same structures
and operations as the MD functions. In previous years, collision weakness was found in SHA-1
function. Therefore, the SHA-1 function has become insecure. The SHA-2 function is still secure.
However, since SHA-1 and SHA-2 use the same structures, National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) has issued a new hash function standard called Secure Hash Algorithm-3
(SHA-3). SHA-3 differs from other hash functions and is a permutation-based function.

Permutation-based hash functions perform operations on the one permutation, such as SHA-
3 function. performing operations on a single permutation such as encryption, hash, MAC
(Message Authentication Code) is particularly advantageous in terms of performance. After
the security weaknesses found in the SHA-1 and MD functions, the security of the other hash
functions using the same structure must be reconsidered. Therefore, permutation-based hash
functions are also assertive in terms of security. Hash functions using different structures in the
cryptographic signature schemes because the hash functions are fast and require lower memory
space.

2.1 SHA-256 Function

The SHA-2 was developed after the security weakness was found in the SHA-1. SHA-2 consists of
six functions: SHA-224, SHA-256, SHA-384, SHA-512, SHA-512/224, and SHA-512/256. These
six functions produce hash outputs of four different lengths such as 224-bits, 256-bits, 384-bits,
and 512-bits. SHA-256 is a function of the SHA-2 family that generates a 256-bits hash value.
The SHA-256 function performs operations on 512-bit message blocks and it has sixteen 32-bit
word values. The SHA-256 hash function, like all other hash functions, has a padding rule. If
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length of the message is not a multiple of 512-bit length, the padding rule is applied to the last
block. The padding rule is to put 1 bit in the first of the empty bit positions and 0 bit in the
remaining positions (Fips, 2004).

In SHA-256, logical bitwise AND, XOR, ROT and SHR are used. While ROT operation is
a cyclic bit shift operation on the word, SHR operation is a non-cyclic bit shift operation on the
word. The functions formed by these operations process the input message for 64 rounds.

2.2 Keccak Function

The SHA-3 (Secure Hash Algorithm-3), also known as Keccak, is permutation-based, unlike
other standardized hash functions. SHA-3 contains six functions: SHA3-224, SHA3-256, SHA3-
384, SHA3-512, SHAKE128, and SHAKE256. Keccak consists of two parameters which are
called bitrate (r) and capacity (c), and r + c determines the permutation size. In addition, the
capacity value is the security parameter. Keccak has an iterative structure consisting of rounds
and the number of round is determined by the permutation length. The round function includes
five steps: ι, χ, π, ρ and θ.

The multi padding rule is applied as in SHA-2 if the input message is not a multiple of r-bit
length. Since Keccak has a Sponge structure, the hash value is created in two phases called
absorbing phase and squeezing phase. In the absorbing phase, the input is grouped into r-bit
blocks and these blocks are processed by Keccak permutation. Squeezing is the phase where the
hash output is generated, and the output size is set at this phase (Bertoni et al., 2017).

In the SHA-3, the permutation length is 1600 bits. Other parameters are r = 1088-bit and
c = 512-bit due to b = r + c. ι, χ, π, ρ and θ step operations are repeated for 24 rounds in
the SHA-3. The bits to be processed with Keccak permutations are represented by a three-
dimensional structure called the state. In the SHA-3, the state is indicated by a and its size is
5x5x64. The bit positions are indicated by x, y and z on the state. Also, indexes start from 0
in all Keccak step operations and the round constants value is expressed as RC.

θ : a[x][y][z]← a[x][y][z] +
∑4

y′=0 a[x− 1][y′][z] +
∑4

y′=0 a[x+ 1][y′][z − 1],

ρ : a[x][y][z]← a[x][y][z − (t+ 1)(t+ 2)/2],

with satisfying 0 ≤ t ≤ 24 ∧
(

0 1
2 3

)t(
0
1

)
=

(
x
y

)
∈ GF (5)2x2,

t = −1 if x = y = 0,

π : a[x][y]← a[x′][y′], with

(
x
y

)
=

(
0 1
2 3

)t(
x′

y′

)
,

χ : a[x]← a[x] + (a[x+ 1] + 1)a[x+ 2],

ι : a← a+RC[ir].

RC[ir][0][0][2j − 1] = rc[j + 7ir] for all 0 ≤ j ≤ l,

rc[t] = (xt mod x8 + x6 + x5 + x4 + x1) mod x ∈ GF (2)[x].

The only difference between Shake algorithm and Keccak algorithm is that the Shake can
produce arbitrary length output. Also, a padding difference is available in the Shake. In fact,
the Shake algorithm is the extendable output function (XOF) of SHA-3. In the Shake algorithm,
the squeezing phase is repeated until the desired hash output length is obtained. Extending the
hash output does not mean increased security. The longer hash outputs may be needed.
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2.3 Gimli Function

The Gimli function is a permutation-based authenticated encryption and hash function. Like
other permutation-based encryption systems, it performs its operations in a single permutation.
The 384-bit permutation is shown as a state and the state size is 3x4x32,where it has the word
size indicated by 32 bits. The Gimli permutation has 24 rounds, and each round includes a
non-linear layer. Also, the linear mixing layer is done in every second round, and in every fourth
round has constant addition operation (Bernstein et al., 2017).

All symmetric crypto-systems necessarily involve a non-linear step. The Gimli permutations
provide non-linearity with the 96-bit SP-box in the non-linear layer. The SP-box is parallelly
applied to every column on the state. In the linear layer of the Gimli permutations, swap
operations are performed on the rows in applied on the state. They are divided into two types
as big swap and small swap as shown in Figure 1. Starting with the first round, small swap
is applied first, then the swaps are applied once in two rounds, respectively. In the Gimli
permutation, rounds are indexed from 1 to 24. When the round index is multiples of four, the
first word of the state is XORed by the round constant.

Figure 1: Gimli Big Swap (a) and Small Swap (b) Processes

In the Gimli hash function, the initial state bits are all zero. The received message as input
is divided into 16-byte message blocks. Every message block is XORed with the first 16 bytes of
the state and the Gimli permutation is applied to the state. Let the length of the final message
block be k, where 0 ≤ k ≤ 15. In this case, the following operations are taken: (1) The final
message block is XORed with the first k-bytes of the state, (2) 1 is XORed with the (k)th byte
of the state, (3) 1 is XORed with the last byte of the state and (4) the Gimli permutation is
applied to the state. All message blocks are processed in this way. All of these processes are
called absorbing phase. After the absorbing phase is completed, the squeezing phase is started
where to generate the 32-byte hash value is generated. The first 16 bytes of the state are output.
After that, the Gimli permutation is applied to the state again, and then the first 16 bytes of
the state are output. Thus, the 32-byte hash output is generated (Bernstein et al., 2017).

2.4 Xoodyak Function

Xoodoo is a symmetric encryption system with 48-byte permutation. The 48-byte permutation
is placed on the 3x4x32 matrix. The Xoodoo permutation includes a round function and has an
iterative structure. The round function consists of five steps. These steps are such as the mixing
layer, two types of the a plane shifting, the addition of round constants, and the non-linear layer.
Xoodyak, also known as Cyclist, is the function of the Xoodoo permutations used to generate
the hash value. The parameters used in the Xoodyak are hash length, the input block length
and the output block length. The Xoodyak consists of two phases; absorbing and squeezing,
and also it includes XOF (Daemen et al., 2018).

The Xoodyak function needs 12 rounds to provide the claimed security. It is a fast algo-
rithm and can be used in many areas of cryptography, not just the hash functions. As in other
permutation-based systems, Xoodyak performs all cryptographic operations on a single permu-
tation. It is similar to Keccak structure. As in Keccak, it absorbs the blocks of the input message
with Xoodoo permutations during the absorbing phase. In the squeezing phase, it outputs the
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hash. Since Xoodyak also includes XOF function, the squeezing phase can be run as many times
as desired.

3 Hash-Based Signature Schemes

Cryptographic signature schemes consist of asymmetric crypto-systems and hash functions.
Asymmetric crypto-systems are slower than symmetric crypto-systems. Therefore, hash func-
tions are used to increase performance of signature schemes. Hash-based signature schemes
are examples of cryptographic signature schemes. The difference between hash-based signature
schemes and other signature schemes is that the hash-based signature schemes use only hash
functions. Besides, hash-based signature schemes provide post-quantum security (Song, 2014).

OTS schemes are schemes which a key pair is only used to sign one message. The OTS scheme
can be generated from any one-way function. Signing and verification algorithms with OTS are
very fast and low-cost. The disadvantage of the OTS scheme is that the signature length, the
public and private keys are very large. For signing each message in the OTS scheme, a new key
pair is required (Lamport, 1979). In addition to Lamport’s OTS scheme, OTS schemes such as
Winternitz OTS (WOTS) and Winternitz OTS Tree (WOTST) are also available (Bernstein et
al., 2015).

The most important features are the size of signature, signing and verification speed for
signature schemes. Generating a new key pair to sign each message slows down the system.
If the Merkle tree is used, there is no need to generate a new key pair for each message. The
Merkle tree is a binary tree that holds hash values in its leaf nodes. Non-leaf nodes hold the
hash values of the lower level nodes. The Merkle root is the root node of this hash tree. The
Merkle tree plays a major role in verifying large data. To prove that any hash value is a leaf of
the Merkle tree, the logarithm of the number of leaves is processed (Merkle, 1989).

In cryptographic signature schemes, The Merkle tree allows the signing of multiple messages
with the same public key. The Merkle tree starts signing with an OTS scheme. A many-time
signature scheme is named a full signature. A full signature stores the index of the used OTS
key pair in the tree. The OTS key pairs use the leaves of the tree from left to right because
of making certain that each OTS key pair is only used once. In this case, small secret keys
generated by the OTS, small public keys and small signatures are obtained.

A lot of hash-based signature schemes are stateful, namely signature requires updating the
secret key, unlike digital signature schemes. Signing with stateful hash-based signature schemes
requires keeping state of the used OTS keys and ensures that the OTS keys are never reused.
Goldreich recommended a stateless hash-based signature scheme. Each OTS key pair corre-
sponds to a non-leaf node, and it is used to sign the hash value of the public keys of its two
child nodes in Goldreich’s system (Bernstein et al., 2015; Oded, 2009).

A few-time signature (FTS) is a signature scheme intended to sign a few messages. Stateless
signature schemes sign with a FTS. FTS schemes let security to decrease more and more in case
a few-time key is used more than once. Examples of FTS schemes are Hash to Obtain Random
Subset (HORS) and Hash to Obtain Random Subset Tree (HORST).

3.1 SPHINCS

SPHINCS, which is a stateless hash-based signature scheme, provides 2128 post-quantum secu-
rity. Signatures generated by SPHINCS are 41 KB, each of private and public keys is 1 KB in
size. SPHINCS significantly reduces signature size using advances of two new ideas together.
The first idea is that SPHINCS replaces the leaf OTS with a hash-based FTS (here, HORS and
HORST) scheme to improve the security level of randomized index selection. SPHINCS has a
few index crashes that this case permits of a lesser tree height for the corresponding security
standard. SPHINCS-256 decreases the whole tree height from 256 to 60 while providing 2128 se-
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curity towards quantum attackers. The next idea is that SPHINCS inspects Goldreich’s method
as a hyper-tree establishment with h layers of trees of height 1, and generalizes to a hyper-tree
with d layers of trees of height h/d (Figure 2). This brings a balance among signature size and
time according to the number of layers d. The SPHINCS presents an exact security reduction
to some standard-model properties of hash functions.

HORS is a fast hash-based FTS. The disadvantage of the HORS is to have large public keys.
The HORST, namely HORS with trees, has been introduced as a better FTS for SPHINCS.
The HORST sacrifices runtime to scale down the size of public key and the combined size of a
signature and a public key when compared to the HORS (Bernstein et al., 2015).

Figure 2: A SPHINCS signature structure (Bernstein et al., 2015)

In the case of a hash function with n-bit outputs, a hyper-tree of height h, and d layers, the
signature size is |σ| ≈ d · |σOTS | + h · n where the size of a one-time signature |σOTS | is nearly
O(n2). Therefore, smaller full signatures are considered to decreasing the number of layers.

4 Results and Analysis

To compare effect of selected cryptographic hash functions, we implemented plain C version of
Xoodyak, Gimli, SHAKE-256 and SHA-256 hash functions in the SPHINCS hash-based signing
scheme. We used GCC version 7 to compile our implementations, and all measurements are
taken on AMD A8-7410 APU while hyperthreading and turboboost disabled.

The speed measurement program was run 6 iterations for each version. At the end of all
iterations, median and average values were computed. As seen in the Table 1, for the SPHINCS
signature scheme, the effect of the selected cryptographic hash function can be as big as 6x, thus
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selecting proper hash function is an important design decision for hash-based signature schemes.
The SHA-256 hash function is the fastest during key generation, signing and verification. The
hash function having the slowest key generation, signing and verification speeds is Xoodyak in
the SPHINCS signature scheme.

Table 1: Speed of Sphincs Signature Scheme With Different Hash Functions

5 Conclusion

Cryptographic hash functions are fast one-way functions along with the security they provide.
They are used in digital signatures because of their security and fastness. In addition, hash-based
signature schemes perform signing operations using only hash functions. For this reason, the
hash functions used by the hash-based signature schemes affect the performance of the signature
scheme. In this study, the effects of Xoodyak, Gimli, SHAKE-256 and SHA-256 functions on the
SPHINCS hash-based signature scheme were investigated. While evaluating this performance,
the effect of the hash function used in the key generation, signing and verification stages of the
SPHINCS hash-based signature scheme was examined. As a result of these investigations, the
fastest hash function in the SPHINCS hash-based signing scheme is SHA-256. The Gimli and
SHAKE-256 functions have values close to the performance provided by the SHA-256 function,
while the slowest hash function is Xoodyak. This is due to the structures that Xoodyak function
uses differently from other hash functions.
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